Five Things Every Man Needs From His Woman
Prov 19:14 House and wealth are an inheritance from fathers, but a
prudent wife is from the LORD.
Foundation is knowing our LOVE LANGUAGE and TEACHING is
YOURS.
ACTS OF SERVICE
GIFT GIVING
QUALITY TIME
MEANINGFUL TOUCH
WORDS OF AFFIRMATION
Cultivate our confidence
Ps 27:12 Do not deliver me over to the desire of my adversaries, for
false witnesses have risen against me, and such as breathe out
violence. 13 I would have despaired unless I had believed that I would
see the goodness of the LORD In the land of the living.
Motivate our dreams
Prov 13:12 Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire fulfilled is a
tree of life.
Navigate our journey
Ps 37:23 The steps of a man are established by the LORD, and He
delights in his way. 24 When he falls, he will not be hurled headlong,
because the LORD is the One who holds his hand. 25 I have been
young and now I am old, Yet I have not seen the righteous forsaken Or
his descendants begging bread. 26 All day long he is gracious and
lends, and his descendants are a blessing.
Mediate our challenges

Ps 34:19 Many are the aﬄictions of the righteous, but the LORD
delivers him out of them all.
Initiate our fantasies
1 Cor. 7.4

1. Pray for genuine union- little can impact one without the other
Listen to her pain, even the crazy stuﬀ. Love self so you can love her.
2. Pray for faithfulness and excitement ....... continue to do what you
used to do. Moments ....joy from Father flows into your marriage.
Legacy for the children......see intimacy.
3. Give your spouse room to grow...... belonging is not possessing.
Trust your wife. Find her interests.....Allow her to grow spiritually. No
comparison with others.
4. Pray that you two remain friends.....no competition. Lovers are
good friends. Listen to each other...the art of communication.
5. Pray for permanency.....no divorce be in your vocabulary. Make
covenant...with eyes, emotions, thoughts, Job 31.1. No third parties.
Discern ways to leave and cleave.

